i always thought
share trading meant
selling something to a
group of people, who
will then share it!

ha ha ha!

Share Trading VS Mutual Funds

EPISODE 17

Professor!
Professor! Quick! I
need your advice!

What’s the matter,
Suppandi? Take a breath!
No time, Professor. My new boss just got a
hot stock tip. I heard a friend tell him on the
phone that now is the time to buy a lot of it,
and he was telling Sethji to act fast!

Why are you laughing,
Professor? I thought this
would be a good way to
make lots of money quickly!

Which is why I
presume you
have run all
the way here.

Oh Suppandi! Investing
should not be seen as a
get-rich-quick scheme.

If you are investing in the stock
market directly, you better have
all your facts straight!

Suppandi, a lot of these stock tips is based
on speculation and assumptions. If you act on
this without proper research of your own,
you can lose all of your precious savings.

Trust me, Suppandi, stick to the long game. Stick
to your systematic investment plans. After all,
they are called systematic for a reason!

But Professor, don’t SIPs
also carry the same risk?
Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks,
read all scheme related documents carefully.

AN INVESTOR EDUCATION INITIATIVE

You need to be up to date on the various
trends in stock prices. You need to be
well-versed with economic policies that
will dictate these fluctuations.

Not at all, Suppandi.
One, mutual funds
are managed by
professionals who have
done the much-needed
research you need. Two,
mutual funds invest
in multiple companies,
spreading your risk.
Three, SIPs lowers
your risk factor over
the years because of
rupee cost averaging.
Remember how we
spoke about that?

A few days later...

I do, Professor, you’re right.
I should go and tell Sethji to
hold onto his money!

you’re making the right
decision, suppandi!

Professor, you were
right. The tip turned
out to be bogus!
Sethji’s friend lost
everything…
And Sethji?

After I told him what
you told me, he decided
against investing. Now,
he is so grateful he
promoted me to CCO!

Chief Cleaning Officer,
Professor! But I am very
creative with my cleaning!

Oh Suppandi!
Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks,
read all scheme related documents carefully.

AN INVESTOR EDUCATION INITIATIVE

Chief Creative
Officer, Suppandi.
That’s amazing!

